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With its rich culinary history, Santa Fe, serves as Mecca for "foodies" worldwide and Chef and
Las Cosas Cooking School Director, Johnny Vee, is no exception. His new book Las Cosas
Cooking School teaches the basics of cooking and provides recipes that are not only fun, but
are a joy to entertain with. Las Cosas Cooking School is filled to the brim with unique and
delicious recipes, full-color photography, useful tips, menus for entertaining, and a section on
stocking the pantry.Sections Include:Comforting Covered CasserolesCelebrating SaltyShrimply
DeliciousThe Art of the ArtichokeBBQ BravadoFab Fajitas and Sexy SalsasHostess with the
MostessDelicious Decadent DessertsChef John Vollertsen ("Johnny Vee") is director and
creator of the Las Cosas Cooking School in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He has taught cooking for
over 15 years and enjoys a second career in food writing as a regular columnist for The Santa Fe
New Mexican and as the dining and food editor for The Santa Fean magazine.
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PearlWhite, “This cookbook gives you the best of various world cuisines with a twist. This
cookbook gives you the best of various world cuisines with a twist. Chef Johnny uses fresh
ingredients, makes it simple when he teaches you how to cook like a pro. Hew adds his special
flair to a dish to really give it "oomph!" Try the Thai-marinated Grilled Shrimp, the Green Chile
Chicken Stew with Biscuits, Chocolate Pine Nut Tacos (use any nuts you like, or omit them if you
want), and simply swoon over his Flourless Chocolate Tart (so easy!!!).Written with clarity, wit
and humor, Chef Johnny is a great addition to your kitchen and culinary repertoire!”

J. Brown, “Awesome SW Cookbook. Actually took Chef Johnny's class in Santa Fe (which is
awesome!) and then decided I had to have the cookbook. Great recipes and beautiful pictures.
He also has many practical tips for making his traditional and sometimes unusual SW cooking.”

Steven Goetz, “Chef Johnny Vee is not only an amazing chef, food writer. Hot Tamale! This book
has everything that lovers of chillies and Southwestern cooking need to know.. Chef Johnny Vee
is not only an amazing chef, food writer, critic and teacher but also one of the most
knowledgeable experts on the subject. AND he's funny as all get out. You will love every page of
this tome and by the time you reach the end, you'll want to enroll in his classes at Las Cosas
Cooking School in Santa Fe, New Mexico. BY THIS BOOK!! You won't regret it.”

Abuela, “Buy This Book!. This outstanding cookbook is a Must Buy. Johhny Vee is a Southwest
Personality who based in Santa Fe with an influence that extends far beyond that area. This
book perfectly portrays his approach to creative food, to people and to his love of the
Southwest.  It will be the perfect inspiration in your quest for delightful entertaining.Abuela”

Les Ismore, “Great Book!. I've only made one recipe but it's worth the cost of the book. Every
single time I make his Guava Cake, people go mad. I have no doubt that the rest of the recipes
are as good.  I'm Southern and I love that his recipes have soul.”

Chris, “Fantastic recipes from a wonderful Chef. Recently took a cooking class in Las Cruces,
NM from Johnny Vee, who lived up to his hype. He has amazingly simple, delicious recipes that
places elegant cooking within the grasp of the novice. He is a down-to-earth, helpful, friendly
Chef who makes it easy to feel comfortable with new dishes while your concepts of cooking
change before your eyes. I will continue to use his recipes and take more classes : ) You rock,
Johnny!!  Oh, and the cookbook is great, too.  I got mine signed : )”

Salviatti, “A great addition to the cookbook collection. A great addition to the cookbook
collection. A good selection of southwestern dishes, combined with some more traditional fare.
Spent an entertaining evening with Johnny Vee in Santa Fe in the fall of 2014.”



The book by John Vollertsen has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 11 people have provided feedback.
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